ULÉKAN TASTING MENU

CAN'T DECIDE? LET OUR CHEF PREPARE SOME FAVORITES
SO YOU CAN ENJOY THE BEST OF ULEKAN.
MINIMUM 2 PERSONS.

**VEGETARIAN MENU 200K**

++ WINE PAIRING 200K ++

--------

++ ARAK MADU ON ARRIVAL ++

TEMPEH & TOFU SATE
KAREDOK SALAD, EMPING CRACKERS
CRISPY CORN FRITTERS, GREEN SAMBAL
++ TWO ISLANDS ROSÉ ++

--------

JACKFRUIT COCONUT CURRY
SIGNATURE EGGPLANT RENDANG
FERN TIP, WING BEAN, CRISPY SHALLOT
ORGANIC RED OR WHITE RICE
++ TWO ISLANDS CAB MERLOT ++

--------

BALINESE BANOFEE TO SHARE
TEA, COFFEE OR BREM LIQUOR

**ULEKAN MENU 280K**

++ WINE PAIRING 200K ++

--------

++ ARAK MADU ON ARRIVAL ++

SELECTION OF CHARGRILLED SATE
TRADITIONAL GADO GADO, KRUPUK
CRISPY CORN FRITTERS, GREEN SAMBAL
++ TWO ISLANDS ROSÉ ++

--------

LOCAL CATCH SEAFOOD CURRY
TENDER BEEF CHEEK RENDANG
URAP URAP YOUNG PAPAYA LEAF
ORGANIC RED OR WHITE RICE
++ TWO ISLANDS CAB MERLOT ++

--------

BALINESE BANOFEE TO SHARE
TEA, COFFEE OR BREM LIQUOR

DINE IN ONLY | PRICE PER PERSON | SUBJECT TO 6% SERVICE & 10% GOVERNMENT TAX
"ULEKAN" IS THE TRADITIONAL STONE MORTAR & PESTLE USED TO MAKE A WIDE VARIETY OF CHILLI SAMBALS THAT ARE UBQUITOUS TO EVERY INDONESIAN MEAL

WE SUPPORT LOCAL ORGANIC FARMERS & SUSTAINABLE FISHERMEN

LEAVES & HERBS ARE ALWAYS WASHED IN FILTERED WATER

SHARING IS THE BEST WAY TO EXPERIENCE INDONESIAN CUISINE

DONT BE SHY TO USE YOUR HANDS. SELAMAT MAKAN!

NO MSG | NO PALM OIL | HALAL

---

## MULAI | STARTERS

- **GADO GADO** STEAMED VEGETABLES, ORGANIC EGG, TEMPEH, PEANUT SAUCE, PRAWN CRACKER 60
- **KAREDOK** RAW JULIENNE VEGETABLES, EMPING CRACKERS, PEANUT LIME DRESSING 50
- **PERKADEL JAGUNG** CRISPY CORN FRITTERS, LEMON BASIL, YOUNG GREEN CHILI SAMBAL 55
- **TAHU ISI** FRIED TOFU POCKETS STUFFED WITH MIXED VEGETABLES & PICKLED GREEN CHILI 50
- **LUMPIA** INDIAN STYLE SPRING ROLLS WITH PEANUT SAUCE & FRIED SHALLOTS 50

---

## CHARCOAL GRILLED SATE

- **SATE AYAM (8pc)** CHICKEN SATE, SWEET SOY, FRIED SHALLOT & HOUSE MADE PEANUT SAUCE 65
- **SATE DOMBA (6pc)** LAMB SATE, KAFFFIR PEANUT SAUCE, FRIED SHALLOTS & SWEET SOY 70
- **SATE LILIT (6pc)** BARRAMUNDI COCONUT & LEMONGRASS, SWEET CHILI & LIME DRESSING 70
- **SATE UDANG (4pc)** CHARGRILLED LOCAL PRAWNS, JIMBARAN STYLE MARINADE 80
- **SATE TOFU (8pc)** LOMBOK TOFU, KECAP MANIS, HOUSE MADE PEANUT SAUCE 50
- **SATE CAMPUR** MIXED SATE SELECTION WITH ASSORTED SAMBALS 120

---

## KWALI WOK | WOK STIR FRY

- **UDANG MABUK** WOK FIRED KING PRAWNS, SMOTHERED IN BUTTERY GARLIC & PEPPER SAUCE 130
- **NASI GORENG AYAM** CHICKEN, VEGETABLES, CHICKEN SATE, FRIED EGG, BEEF ABON 90
- **NASI GORENG JAMUR** MIXED MUSHROOMS, FRIED RICE, VEGETABLES, FRIED EGG, HOUSE PICKLES 80
- **MIE GORENG ULEKAN** HAND MADE EGG NOODLES, SAUTEED VEGETABLES, CRISPY SHALLOTS 80

---

## SOP | SOUPS & BROTHS

- **SOTO AYAM** ORGANIC CHICKEN SOUP, RICE NOODLES, BEAN SPROUTS, FRIED POTATO, LIME 70
- **SIGNATURE SOP BUNTUT** FRIED OXTAIL, RICH BONE BROTH, BEAN SPROUTS, CELERY, CARROTS 85

---

## DI SAMPING | ON THE SIDE

- **NASI LOKAL** PREMIUM RICE HARVESTED IN CANGGU 20
- **NASI MERAH** ORGANIC RED RICE FROM CENTRAL BALI 25
- **JAGUNG BAKAR** BUTTERTY GRILLED CORN, GARLIC & CHILI 45
- **URAP URAP** YOUNG PAPAYA LEAF, TOASTED COCONUT & KAFFIR LIME 50
- **KANGKUNG** STIR FRIED WATER SPINACH, GARLIC, CHILI & OYSTER SAUCE 40
- **LAWAR** FERN TIPS, WING BEAN, COCONUT, FRIED CHILI & SHALLOTS 50
- **TERONG BALADO** CARAMELIZED EGGPLANT 50

---

## SAMBAL

- **SAMBAL MATAH**
- **SAMBAL HUJA**
- **SAMBAL BAJAK**
- **SAMBAL EMBE**
- **SAMBAL PEDAS**

---

LET US CATER YOUR NEXT PARTY EVENTS@GOODFOODBROTHERHOOD.COM

SUBJECT TO 6% SERVICE & 10% GOVERNMENT TAX
LUNCH MENU

ULEKAN LUNCH SPECIAL
NASI CAMPUR A MIXED SELECTION OF OUR FAVORITE DISHES SERVED WITH RICE & SAMBAL
NON VEGETARIAN 80 | VEGETARIAN 70

STARTERS
GADO GADO STEAMED VEGETABLES, ORGANIC EGG, TEMPEH, PEANUT SAUCE, PRAWN CRACKER 60
KAREDOK RAW JULIENNE VEGETABLES, EMPING CRACKERS, PEANUT LIME DRESSING 50
SOTO AYAM ORGANIC CHICKEN SOUP, RICE NOODLES, BEAN SPROUTS, FRIED POTATO, LIME 70

STIRFRY
NASI GORENG AYAM CHICKEN FRIED RICE, VEGETABLES, CHICKEN SATE, FRIED EGG, BEEF ABON 90
NASI GORENG JAMUR MIXED MUSHROOM FRIED RICE, VEGETABLES, FRIED EGG, HOUSE PICKLES 80
MIE GORENG ULEKAN HAND MADE EGG NOODLES, SAUTEED VEGETABLES, CRISPY SHALLOT 80

ULEKAN FAVORITES (ALL SERVED WITH RED OR WHITE RICE)
KARE SARI LAUT LOCAL SEAFOOD, BABY POTATO IN A RICH RED COCONUT CURRY 125
KARE AYAM ORGANIC CHICKEN CURRY, COCONUT, TURMERIC, LEMONGRASS & KAFFIR LIME 105
AYAM LALAPAN FRIED CHICKEN MARINATED IN LEMONGRASS & GARLIC WITH TRIO OF SAMBAL 95
RENDANG SAPI TENDER BEEF CHEEK IN A RICH GRAVY OF CINNAMON, CLOVE & STAR ANISE 140

ON THE SIDE
PERKADEL JAGUNG CRISPY CORN FRITTERS, LEMON BASIL, YOUNG GREEN CHILI SAMBAL 55
URAP URAP YOUNG PAPAYA LEAF, TOASTED COCONUT & KAFFIR LIME 50
KANGKUNG STIR FRIED WATER SPINACH, GARLIC, CHILI & OYSTER SAUCE 40

COCONUT GRILLED SATE
SATE AYAM (8pc) CHICKEN SATE, SWEET SOY, FRIED SHALLOT & HOUSE MADE PEANUT SAUCE 65
SATE DOMBA (6pc) LAMB SATE, KAFFIR PEANUT SAUCE, FRIED SHALLOTS & SWEET SOY 70
SATE LILIT (6pc) BARRAMUNDI COCONUT & LEMONGRASS, SWEET CHILI & LIME DRESSING 70
SATE UDANG (4pc) CHARGRILLED LOCAL PRAWNS, JIMBARAN STYLE MARINADE 80
SATE TOFU (6pc) LOMBOK TOFU, KECAP MANIS, HOUSE MADE PEANUT SAUCE 50
SATE CAMPUR (12pc) MIXED SATE SELECTION WITH ASSORTED SAMBALS 120

SAMBA
ASK YOUR WAITER ABOUT OUR DIFFERENT SAMBALS 15 EACH / ANY THREE 30
SAMBAL MATAH / SAMBAL HIJAU / SAMBAL BAJAK / SAMBAL EMBE / SAMBAL PEDAS

SUBJECT TO 6% SERVICE & 10% GOVERNMENT TAX
ICED TEAS
- Lemongrass, ginger nectar & pandan leaf 40
- Lychee, Balinese lime & lemon basil 40
- Sweet lime iced tea & passionfruit sorbet 50

GRANITAS
- Local tangerine & passionfruit 45
- Tropical pineapple & coconut 45
- Bedugul strawberry & guava 45

HAPPY KOMBUCHA
- Sour ginger | joy berry | tarmonic apple 50

SOFT DRINKS
- Coke | diet coke | sprite | soda | coconut water 25
- Equil still | equil sparkling | lime squash 35

LOCAL BEERS
- Bintang | heineken | san mig | san mig light 35

BEERVANA CRAFT BEERS
- Little creatures original pilsner, aus 85
- Little creatures bright ale, aus 85
- Anderson valley summer solstice, usa 95
- Anderson valley poleeko pale ale, usa 95
- Tuatara bohemian pilsner, nz 95

ARAK MADU 85
Our premium arak is made from fermented white rice that has been distilled twice & double filtered through hand hammered copper stills from Spain. Its that good. The balinese used arak for centuries as part of offerings & of course celebrations after ceremonies. Our cocktail recipe is from the famed Made’s Warung served short and strong with local honey and freshly squeezed lime juice.

ULEKAN MOJITO 95
Our local twist on the refreshing Caribbean favorite. Double shot of Nusa Cana rum, coconut sugar nectar, muddled lime & mint over crushed ice & sugar cane stick.

THE BREM NEGRONI 110
As far as we know we are the first to substitute martini ross in a negroni for brem liquor – a type of fortified rice wine liquor from Bali. Brem liquor carries all the rich velvety characteristics of a red vermouth equal parts citrus infused beefeter gin, campari & brem liquor over ice.

BEDUGUL STRAWBERRY SPRITZ 95
We make beefeater gin pink by steeping in fresh strawberries for 24 hours, add a splash of dry sake and tonic water, served in a wine glass with a twist of orange zest over ice.

RAMBOUTAN & PASSIONFRUIT MARTINI 95
A punchy, tropical beach party in your mouth. Fresh passionfruit, house made ramboutan syrup & vanilla infused absolute shaken on the dance floor till the sun comes up.

THE ULEKAN G&T 110
Hendrix gin, pink peppercorns, orange & lime citrus zest, lemon basil, cucumber & tonic water over ice.

SIGNATURE BALINESE BANOFEE
Cinnamon cookie crumble, local “mas” banana, coconut caramel, whipped coconut cream, single origin Bali chocolate 65

BINTANG BATTERED BANANA FRITTERS
CrISpy banana fritters, organic vanilla icecream drizzled in hot chocolate sauce 50

COFFEE ICECREAM SANDWICH
Single origin Bali coffee icecream hugged between two homemade chocolate chip cookies 50

ES TELLER ULEKAN
A colorful medley of nata de coco, grass jelly, tapioca pearls, jackfruit, local avocado, shaved ice, sweetened milk, basil seeds & coconut sorbet 50

BLACK RICE PUDDING
A traditional delicacy of glutinous black rice, finely shredded coconut soaked in palm sugar, housemade whipped coconut cream 50

AFTER DINNER DRINKS
- Brem liquor on ice 75
- Bali coffee baileys afrogato 95
- banana salak old fashion 95
- single origin chocolate martini 95
- premium loose tea & espresso on request

SUBJECT TO 6% SERVICE & 10% GOVERNMENT TAX
## SPARKLING
- **Two Islands Blanc de Blanc, IND** 450
- **Bottega Vino Dei Poeti Prosecco, ITA** 650
- **Lanson Brut Champagne** 1400

## WHITE
- **Two Islands Sauv Blanc, IND, AUS** 420 | 90
- **Rothbury Estate Chardonnay, AUS** 540
- **Babich Pinot Grigio, NZ** 600
- **Babydoll Sauvignon Blanc, AUS** 650
- **Coldstream Hill Chardonnay, AUS** 900

## ROSÉ
- **Two Islands Rosé, IND, AUS** 420 | 90
- **Isle of Beauty Rosé, NZ** 620
- **Clarendelle Rosé, FRA** 880

## RED
- **Two Islands Cab Merlot, IND, AUS** 420 | 90
- **Babydoll Pinot Noir, AUS** 650 | 130
- **Penfolds Koonunga Hill Cab Sav, AUS** 600
- **Sandpiper Shiraz, AUS** 620
- **Mi Terruno Reserva Malbec, ARG** 650
- **Chateau de Lavagnac Bordeaux, FRA** 800
COCKTAILS

ARAK MADU 85
OUR PREMIUM ARAK IS MADE FROM FERMENTED WHITE RICE THAT HAS BEEN DISTILLED TWICE & DOUBLE FILTERED THROUGH HAND HAMMERED COPPER STILLS FROM SPAIN. ITS THAT GOOD. THE BALINESE USED ARAK FOR CENTURIES AS PART OF OFFERINGS & OF COURSE CELEBRATIONS AFTER CEREMONIES. OUR COCKTAIL RECIPE IS FROM THE FAMED MADE'S WARUNG SERVED SHORT AND STRONG WITH LOCAL HONEY AND FRESHLY SQUEEZED LIME JUICE.

ULEKAN MOJITO 90
OUR LOCAL TWIST ON THE REFRESHING CARRIBEAN FAVORITE. DOUBLE SHOT OF NUSA CANA RUM, COCONUT SUGAR NECTAR MUDDLLED LIME & MINT OVER CRUSHED ICE & SUGAR CANE STICK.

THE BREM NEGRONI 110
AS FAR AS WE KNOW WE ARE THE FIRST TO SUBSTITUTE MARTINI ROSSO IN A NEGRONI FOR BREM LIQUOR - A TYPE OF FORTIFIED RICE WINE LIQUOR FROM BALI. BREM LIQUOR CARRIES ALL THE RICH VELVETY CHARACTERISTICS OF A RED VERMOUTH. EQUAL PARTS CITRUS INFUSED BEEFETER GIN, CAMPARI & BREM LIQUOR OVER ICE.

BEDUGUL STRAWBERRY SPRITZ 100
WE MAKE BEEFETER GIN PINK BY STEEPING IN FRESH STRAWBERRIES FOR 24 HOURS, ADD A SPLASH OF DRY SAKE AND TONIC WATER, SERVED IN A WINE GLASS WITH A TWIST OF ORANGE ZEST OVER ICE.

RAMBOUTAN & PASSIONFRUIT MARTINI 100
A PUNCHY, TROPICAL BEACH PARTY IN YOUR MOUTH. FRESH PASSIONFRUIT, HOUSE MADE RAMBOUTAN SYRUP & VANILLA INFUSED ABSOLUTE SHAKEN ON THE DANCE FLOOR TILL THE SUN COMES UP.

THE ULEKAN G&T 110
HENDRIX GIN, PINK PEPPERCORNS, ORANGE & LIME CITRUS ZEST LEMON BASIL, CUCUMBER & TONIC WATER OVER ICE.
DRINKS

ICED TEAS
LEMONGRASS, GINGER NECTAR & PANDAN LEAF 40
LYCHEE, BALINESE LIME & LEMON BASIL 40
SWEET LIME ICED TEA & PASSIONFRUIT SORBET 50

GRANITAS
LOCAL TANGERINE & PASSIONFRUIT 45
TROPICAL PINEAPPLE & COCONUT 45
BEDUGUL STRAWBERRY & GUAVA 45

HAPPY KOMBUCHA
SOUR GINGER | JOY BERRY | TARMONIC APPLE 50

JAMU WITH YOU
JAMU TONIC TURMERIC, LEMON, HONEY 50
CANGGU TONIC GINGER, ROSELLA, DRAGONFRUIT 50
BALI TONIC GUAVA, LIME, TURMERIC 50

SOFT DRINKS
COKE | DIET COKE | SPRITE | SODA 25
ORGANIC WHOLE COCONUT 25
EQUI L STILL | EQUI SPARKLING | LIME SQUASH 35

LOCAL BEERS
BINTANG | HEINEKEN | SAN MIG | SAN MIG LIGHT 35

BEERVANA CRAFT BEERS
LITTLE CREATURES ORIGINAL PILSNER, AUS 85
LITTLE CREATURES BRIGHT ALE, AUS 85
ANDERSON VALLEY SUMMER SOLSTICE, USA 95
ANDERSON VALLEY POLEEO PALE ALE, USA 95
TUATARA BOHEMIAN PILSNER, NZ 95

DESSERTS

SIGNATURE BALINESE BANOFFEE
CINNAMON COOKIE CRUMBLE, LOCAL “MAS”
BANANA, COCONUT CARAMEL, WHIPPED
COCONUT CREAM, SINGLE ORIGIN CHOCOLATE 65

BANANA FRITTERS
CRISPY BANANA FRITTERS, VANILLA ICECREAM
DRIZZLED IN HOT CHOCOLATE SAUCE 50

COFFEE ICECREAM SANDWICH
BALI COFFEE ICECREAM HUGGED
BETWEEN CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES 50

ES TELLER ULEKAN
A COLORFUL MEDLEY OF NATA DE COCO
GRASS JELLY, TAPIOCA PEARLS, JACKFRUIT
LOCAL AVOCADO, SHAVED ICE, SWEET MILK
BASIL SEEDS & COCONUT SORBET 50

BLACK RICE PUDDING
A TRADITIONAL DELICACY OF BLACK RICE
FINELY SHREDDED COCONUT SOAKED IN
PALM SUGAR, HOUSEMADE WHIPPED
COCONUT CREAM 50

PREMIUM LOOSE TEA & ESPRESSO ON REQUEST

SUBJECT TO 6% SERVICE & 10% GOVERNMENT TAX